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They would wish, and I hope, that the vast majority of
Congressmen had in them the non-violence of the strong.
No one would be more glad than they to discover that they
had underrated Congressmen's strength. The probability,
however, is that there is no majority but only a good mino-
rity which represents the non-violence of the strong. It
should be remembered that the matter does not lend itself
to argument. The members of the Working Committee had
all the argument before them. But non-violence, which is
a quality of the heart, cannot come by an appeal to the
brain. Therefore what is required is a quiet but resolute
demonstration of non-violent strength. The opportunity
comes to everyone almost daily. There are communal
clashes, there are dacoities, there are wordy duels. In all
these things those who are truly non-violent can and will
demonstrate it. If it is shown in an adequate measure, it
will not fail to infect their surroundings. I am quite clear
that there is not a single Congressman who disbelieves in the
efficacy of non-violence out of sheer cussedness. Let the
Congressmen who believe that the Congress should ad-
hexe to non-violence in dealing with internal disorders or
external aggression, express it in their daily conduct. Non-
violence of the strong cannot be a mere policy. It must be
a creed, or a passion, if 'creed' is objected to. A man with a
passion expresses it in every little act of his. Therefore he
who is possessed by non-violence will express it in the family
circle, in his dealings with neighbours, in his business, in
Congress meetings, in public meetings, and in his dealings
with opponents. It is because it has not expressed itself in
this way among Congressmen that the members of the Work-
ing Committee rightly concluded that Congressmen were
not ready for non-violent treatment of internal disorders
or external aggression. Embarrassment caused by non-
violent action would move established authority to yield
to popular will. But such action has obviously no play in
the face of disorders. We have to court death without reta-
liation aiid with no malice or anger towards those who
bring about disorder. It is easy enough to see that non-
violence required here, is of a wholly different type from
what the Congress has known hitherto. But it is the only

